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How likely are you to recommend our GP practice to friends and family if they needed similar care or treatment? 

Comments 

"Apart from waiting time service was excellent"  "The doctor was good”  "Very few regular doctors. New ones all the time" "Excellent staff" 
"It can be frustrating trying to get an appointment sometimes having to wait 3 weeks also phone lines always busy." "Always treated with care and respect by reception and 
gp." "The nurse was excellent" "The appointment was on time and the nurse was pleasant to talk to , she was professional easy to talk to and good at her job" "Doctor 

was helpful and is looking into my problem"  "Locum doctor was great, took time to listen"  "Time it takes to get appointments."  "Very helpful and 
listened to what I had to say"  "Nurse was lovely"  "GP was very helpful and made sure that I was aware of potential risks with my medication" 
 "Very approachable friendly and professional"  "The Gp surgery are very helpful and friendly ."  "Caring and friendly doctors and staff."   

"Was satisfied with the service I received."  "A nurse was unable to prescribe medication needed, Very difficult to get to see a GP, 4-5 week to get an appointment"
 "Friendly and relaxed visit"  "Always can get an emergency appointment."  "I am happy with the way i was treated on my recent appointments."

 "Very good nurse" "Prompt appointment, on time and professional service" 
"Was seen quite quickly and was treated by a lovely nurse called Trudy, she was very efficient and happy just what you want when your not well." 

"Dr Andy gave me good advice, pain killing injection arranging MRI and Physio he was thorough"    "The receptionist are very helpful and the doctor are great too" 
"Rang late for appointment, reception helpful. Doctor also very understanding."  "The nurse was very informative and friendly."  "Service today was excellent and I 

got a same day appointment - however this is very unusual - we normally have difficulty getting appointments"  "I saw a very kind, caring and thoroughly professional 
nurse this morning, very pleased with the care I received."  "I was late for my appointment but was still seen" "Doctor Imran Ramjan really listened and gave me 

time to explain my problems , put me at ease and very professional."  "Could not have had a more helpful doctor" 
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